
THE PRESIDENT AND OUR
STAFF WANT TO KNOW WHY
OBAMA'S FELONY-LEVEL
MAFIA-CLASS STOCK MARKET
MANIPULATION CRIMES ARE
NOT UNDER INVESTIGATION
 



POTUS Trump Goes Scorched
Earth on Crooked Obama
Admin and Jeff Sessions ‘Ask
Sessions Why Dem Crimes
Aren’t Under Investigation’

President Trump has unleashed fire and
fury on his Twitter account since Mueller
indicted 13 Russians for using a troll farm
to meddle in the 2016 election.
According to Mueller’s indictment, the Russians began their
operation in 2014, well before Donald Trump became president.

This is another failure by the Obama administration, yet Trump is
taking all the arrows.
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President Trump has been the victim of a Russian collusion witch
hunt hatched by Hillary Clinton with her phony dossier and
propped up by the fake news media sycophants.

Earlier this week Trump slammed Obama in a ferocious
tweetstorm for allowing the Russians to set up shop and
interfere in the election on his watch.

POTUS Trump showed no signs of lifting his foot off the peddle
because he went scorched earth on Obama and the Russian
hysteria again Wednesday. This time he blasted AG Jeff Sessions
for doing NOTHING about the Dems crimes!

Donald Trump tweeted, “Question: If all of the Russian meddling
took place during the Obama Administration, right up to January
20th, why aren’t they the subject of the investigation? Why didn’t
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Obama do something about the meddling? Why aren’t Dem
crimes under investigation? Ask Jeff Sessions!”

Question: If all of the Russian meddling took place during
the Obama Administration, right up to January 20th, why
aren’t they the subject of the investigation? Why didn’t
Obama do something about the meddling? Why aren’t
Dem crimes under investigation? Ask Jeff Sessions!
— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) February 21,
2018

Where the hell is Jeff Sessions? He recused himself like a coward
after he caved to fake news pressure which is why Rod
Rosenstein was able to appoint Mueller as Special Counsel.

There is ample evidence that the FBI, DOJ and other intelligence
officials were working with Crooked Hillary and her phony
dossier to obtain a FISA warrant to spy on Trump’s camp.

These are real crimes. How much more can the American people
take? Rod Rosenstein misled the FISA court then reportedly
threatened members of the House Intel Committee if they didn’t
stop the investigation into the dossier and FISA abuse and he’s
the one in charge of Mueller’s witch hunt.

FISAGate is much worse than Watergate yet Sessions sits back
while Trump’s people are skewered by a team of liberal lawyers
who coincidentally donated to Hillary and Obama.

The Uranium One scandal also needs to be thoroughly
investigated. This is why Mueller and Rosenstein are on the
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attack. They are implicated in these scandals; they are delaying
and  


